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The Name Books  Catalogue 2016  In June 2014, we founded our  
new publishing company The Name Books AG in Switzerland. Its name 
was inspired by a Barnett Newman painting entitled The Name – noth-
ing easier than finding a name for a new publishing business! – We are 
three shareholders. Martina Baer trained as a ‘Verlags buchhändlerin’ 
at Stämpfli Verlag Berne and completed a bachelors degree in busi-
ness  administration at FH Basel; she worked for a few years as a 
 consultant at a corporate identity agency in Zurich. Bruno Margreth 
did his  training as a  typographer at Fischer Druck Münsingen and 
studied graphic design at Basel Art School; he has worked for various   
publishers for more than fifteen years. Dino Simonett trained as a 
 carpenter at  Gasser Haldenstein and did his masters at Berlin Film 
School DFFB. He has been creating and publishing books for more  
than three decades. There is more interesting personal stuff about us a 
bit further down.
The First Five Books In this initial catalogue, we are presenting a com-
pletely newly arranged and designed second edition of the bestseller 
The  Images of Architects, edited by Valerio Olgiati. The now lighter 
and ‘younger’ book is conquering the world again, and we like it! – The 
“flatbook”-book Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji by the legendary 
 Japanese artist and art director Masayoshi Nakajo, creator of Shishei-
do’s Hanatsubaki Magazine is our second book. It is a true artist’s book 
and Nakajo thinks this is his best book so far. – As our third book,  
we proudly present the sensational highlight of this catalogue: a book 
about one of the most fascinating and widely discussed architectural 
buildings of our time. Villa Além by Valerio Olgiati in Alentejo in Portu-
gal. Além means  beyond. We say: beyond imagination, but you can 
have a look behind the secrets of  Olgiati’s ‘Pairi-daeza’. – The Horse in 
The Kitchen, the book with a personal  se lection of Polaroids by 
François Halard is our first photo book. ‘Butterfly- wing-sensitive’, this 
book has wonderful poetic pastel-coloured images of the great wide 
world of houses and gardens, interiors and  ateliers d’artistes. – Last 
but not least, for the first time, we are proudly presenting a graphic 
novel / children’s book written by Thomas Gamma and Anna Luif, 
Cover: Valerio Olgiati at his Villa Além in the Alentejo Region of Portugal. The architect  
realized his  vision of ‘landscape-living’ in this garden of paradise and villa. And he has a genuine 
‘green thumb’, too. Olgiati has planted more than fifty different species, including the huge  
thorn tree from Uruguay. He gardens with passion and love. We should do a book about it!  
Photo Dino  Simonett  Page Left: A meeting at the big walnut table with its scraped surface, a 
true pièce de résistance. Valerio Olgiati designed it for the K+N House in Wollerau, and as far  
as I know the only other existing table of this kind is our publisher’s desk. Photo Dino Simonett



 illustrated by Columbian artist Monica Naranjo Uribe: Giacometti 
and The Fox / Giacometti und der Fuchs. A heartwarming story about 
the famous artist-brothers and a fox in Paris during WWII.
Credo With The Name Books, we conceive, create and publish books 
of our time, outstanding and unique books for our time – against all 
odds. We choose themes and authors we really love. We work on our 
books until they are perfect, or almost perfect. Sharp and radical in 
content, beautiful and truly fine in form and feel, we make books we are 
completely in love with, and books we would immediately buy if we 
could find them in bookshops. We create smaller and bigger wonders 
made out of paper, cardboard and cloth, all with ‘that certain some-
thing’. We truly love the magic and sensuality of a very well-printed and 
PVA glue-bound book (Weissleim). We definitely believe in those  magic 
moments when you open up a sealed book and dive into a whole new 
universe. Of course, there are way too many books around and please 
throw away a lot of them – but in all humility: the world needs our books 
– this kind of unique books can’t be replaced by anything! – We are 
happy working with books,  printers, craftsmen,  collaborators, book-
sellers, collectors, private  clients and booklovers like you every day. We 
deeply adore creating these books and we want to share all of this – 
thank you for every order, all kinds of feedback and long love letters: 
love@thenamebooks.com
Imprint The ‘mothership’, The Name Books, publishes titles on well-
known artists for a worldwide audience and worldwide distribution. 
Under the imprints ‘Name Simonett’, ‘Name Margreth’ and ‘Name 
Baer’, we publish special projects and commissions we like. Books that 
relate to each  other: the same style, the same universe, united under 
the same roof: The Name. Books with Baswa Acoustic® and Haratori 
Architects are in preparation.
Our Own Private Vanity Fair: Martina Baer baer@thenamebooks.com 
Occupation: bookseller and publisher, Bachelor in Business Adminis-
tration; Place of Residence: Chur and hopefully Basel soon;  Favourite 
Read: everything by Truman Capote and currently all cases of Kommis-
sar Hunkeler by Hansjörg Schneider; Favourite Living Writer: Michel 
Houellebecq; Favourite Item of Clothing: all kinds of blouses;  Favourite 
Accessory: my beloved wedding ring with the big yellowish brown 
 citrine stone; Restaurant Close to Heart: Chez  Dominique à Paris; Best 
Recent Film: A Late Quartet; Recently Achieved Artwork: Mathema-
tische Modelle by Lena Amuat & Zoë Meyer; Favourite Place to Shop: 

Here we go! After signing the founding papers for The Name 
Books we were looking for the most dignified place in town 

to make a nice photograph. We found it at the entrance of the 
 parliament building of the  Canton of Grisons, as well  designed 

by Valerio  Olgaiti. Martina Baer is flanked by Bruno Margreth 
on her right and Dino Simonett on her left.Chur, Grisons, 

2. Juni 2014. Photo by an anonymous lady passing by.



Le Bon Marché à Paris and Limited Stock in Zürich; Style Icon: Tilda 
Swinton; One Small Dream: to make a book with Sofia Coppola ♥ 
Bruno Margreth margreth@thenamebooks.com: Occupation: graphic 
designer / publisher; Place of Residence: Zürich / Berlin; Favourite 
Read: currently Hans-Georg Gadamer, Die Aktualität des Schönen; 
 Favourite Item of Clothing: a good pair of jeans and my shoes No. 17 of 
Velt; Favourite Accessory: my leather cell phone case by Simonett; 
Restaurant Close to Heart: Der Goldene Hahn Berlin; Best Recent  
Film: Mulholland Drive; Recently Achieved Artwork: Untitled 2008, by 
David  Chieppo; Favourite Place to Shop: Apple stores globally and 
Confiserie Caredda locally; Style Icon: Captain Haddock; One Small 
Dream: to have a little sailboat.
Dino Simonett simonett@thenamebooks.com: Occupation: book 
 creator, publisher, writer, photographer; Place of Residence: soon- 
to-be Basel and Donat / GR; Favourite Read: Die Zeit, The New Yorker, 
 Diogenes Bücher;  Favourite Living Writer: Margaux de Weck; Favourite 
Item of Clothing: socks knitted by my mother; Favourite Accessory:  
my Porter backpack from Tokyo and my Simonett Crocodile Bookbag; 
Restaurant Close to Heart: Conn, Chemelli’s, Chapeau Fin, Fette Sau; 
Favourite Recent Film: Silver Linings with Jennifer Lawrence; Recently 
Achieved Artwork: an etching by Brancusi;  Favourite Place to Shop: 
Sennerei  Andeer, Herr Wurmser’s Antiques in Basel, Hermès; Style Icon: 
Myself; One Small Dream: to have at least two houses built by Oligati.
Distribution & Retail: How to order the books On the last page of this 
catalogue, you can find all the information about ordering books for 
 private clients and retailers – we want you to have our books in your 
hands, in your shop and in your hearts as soon as  possible – at the best 
possible sales and shipping price, please check our website for details. 

With kind regards from The Name Books
Martina Baer   Bruno Margreth   Dino Simonett
www.thenamebooks.com

Page right: This is Basel! Rolf Fehlbaum of Vitra wrote to me when I told him we  
were moving from provincial Chur to the city of Basel: “I’m glad that you don’t see Basel  

as a provincial town.” Well, as long as we can hear the  honking and deep  sirens of the  
cargo ships passing to Rotterdam, Chile and Shanghai from our new headquarters, it’s okay. 
And we like the HdM building, we’re not as snobby as you probably might think. We’re glad 

there is this new sexy white skyscraper, especially when you come into Basel by plane,  
it’s a wonderful landmark. Photo Dino Simonett



The Images of  Architects  
Edited by Valerio Olgiati

A completely newly designed soft-cover edition. 44 of the 
most unique architects of our time present a selection of images 

they have in mind when they think (about) architecture.

12 × 16.2 cm, 432 Pages, ISBN 978-3-906313-00-9
Price: € 29 / CHF 36

Page left: From Herzog de Meuron’s memory. Lucius Burckhardt was a Swiss sociolgist and 
 economist. He is the founder of the new field of „Promenadologie“. Photo Christine Seiler  
His books have wonderful titles like: Wir selber bauen unsere Stadt / Wer plant die Planung / 
Warum ist Landschaft schön? / Design ist unsichtbar / Der kleinstmögliche Eingriff.



The Images of  Architects, edited by Valerio Olgiati The yellow  cover 
with the little yellow houses on it is eye-catching, stealing the show  
at every book-fair or on bookshop tables. We are happy to present  
you our very first publication – for your enjoyment and for extended 
reading on what is going on inside architects’ brains.
The Second Edition of The Images of Architects was completely newly 
conceived and designed. The book is now lighter with an open spine, 
and has a contemporary zeitgeist feel: a fragile little reader without a 
hardback cover. The images are slightly bigger, the captions now right 
under the image, the biographies of the architects at the  beginning  
of each chapter – the idea of the ‘musée imaginaire’ of 44 architects  
is now clear for everybody. We hope this is both inspiring and enlight-
ening for you! But why Peter Zumthor has chosen the image of Hagia 
Sophia, and why HdM the portrait of Lucius Burckhardt? 
The Visible Origin of Architecture “I asked architects to send me 
 important images that show the basis of their work. Images that are in 
their head when they think. Images that show the origin of their archi-
tecture. In this book we find 44 individual ‘musées imaginaires’. The 
most unique architects living today each present up to ten images to 
explain the autobiographical roots of their oeuvre. The images are 
 explanations, metaphors, foundations, memories and intentions. They 
are poetic and philosophical avowals. They reveal a personal perspec-
tive on thoughts. They show the roots of architecture and expectations 
concerning projects. Conscious and unconscious. 
This book has the format of a reader. As little as possible is said. The 
images are small, legible and  interpretable as icons. As individual 
 collections, they present a personal view of an individual world, while 
as a whole they provide a universal view of the perceptible origin of 
contemporary architecture.”  – Valerio Olgiati

Collector’s Edition 
The regular book is presented  
in a  handmade slipcase  
numbered from 1/100 – 100/100 
signed by Valerio Olgiati.
Price: € 140 / CHF 150  
order@thenamebooks.com

Page right: 
From Peter Märkli’s  memory.

The  International Space Station ISS



He calls it his ‘uncurable disease’, drawing images of Mount Fuji 
every day. We can understand him. Nakajo’s drawings show  
a very modern and unique view, sometimes you have to find  

Mount Fuji in a Fuji drawing by turning it around.

24.5 × 34.5 cm, 78 pages, bound in “flatbook”-book-technique 
limited edition of 250 numbered books

ISBN 978-3-906313-01-6, Price: € 140 / CHF 150

Masayoshi Nakajo  
Thirty-Six Views of Mt. Fuji

Page left: “Dear Mr. Simonetto. I sends the official portrait image of Nakajo. Photographer  credit 
is Yasuhide Kuge. Nakajo likes that book very much. He show it to many people. And  everyone 
say good! Thank you very much.” – from an e-mail by Natsuko Shiratori of Nakajo Design Studio



Masayoshi Nakajo, Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji Mr. Nakajo has an 
uncurable disease and we can understand him: he has to draw Mt. Fuji 
all the time, all his life. In all possible abstractions and variations, 
 inspired by Hokusai-San. Thirty-Six of the Fuji artworks have been 
 selected for his book (first published in Japan in 2001). Dino Simonett 
created a completely new book on thick paper,  bound in the „flatbook 
“book-technique on the ‘Doppelbogen-Kaschier-Maschine’ at BuBu 
Bookbinders in Switzerland.
Masayoshi Nakajo is a Japanese artist and art director, born in 1933. 
For decades, he designed the image of Hanatsubaki Magazine for 
 Shiseido Cosmetics: with great verve and a magical twist (das gewisse 
Etwas – that something special). Besides this, he creates totally unique 
graphic artwork, which is impossible to compare with Euro pean or 
American ‘style’. His work has had wide exposure in Japan and he  
has the status of a cult figure and ‘caractère’. – I was introduced to 
 Masayoshi Nakajo and his collaborator Keiko Hira yama by François 
Berthoud. We spent a few great moments in Tokyo in 2001. With this 
first book, we introduce Mr. Nakajo to the Western book and graphic 
design world. We’re also planning to present his work to a larger audi-
ence in a museum exhibition. And of course, there hopefully will be 
another  Nakajo-Book.

Collector’s Edition
The regular book in a  handmade slipcase 
 numbered from 1/20 – 20/20
signed twice by Masayoshi Nakajo
(Western + Japanese).
Price: € 280 / CHF 300
order@thenamebooks.com

Collector’s Edition Portfolio
All illustrations in regular offset printing like  
the book, unfolded in a handmade portfolio 
numbered from 1/12 – 12/12
signed by Masayoshi Nakajo.
Price: € 1400 / CHF 1500
order@thenamebooks.com



Page left: I always check the photography credits in magazines. I think a great photographer is 
an essential aspect to any magazine spread but especially so for a design feature. A great 
 photographer has the ability to bring life to a home and make you want to move in right away.  
A bad photograph by a bad photographer makes you turn the page without even a second 
glance. One of my favourite photographers is François Halard. He is one of the photographers 
of choice for Vogue magazine so you know he must be good. But I never really knew anything 
about him until I was going through some back issues of House and Garden and found a feature 
on his parents, Michelle and Yves Halard. Let’s just say the apple doesn’t fall far from the  
tree in this family, or maybe I should say pommier. – by Habitually Chic, found in the internet.

François Halard
The Horse in The Kitchen

A fine selection of glamorous Polaroids from the last three decades. 
Radical chic and sophisticated interiours, still-lifes and portraits. 
Edited by Dino Simonett, the small book contains one hundred 

 photographs with revealing captions.

12.25 × 17.25 cm, 160 pages, ISBN 978-3-906313-05-4
Price: € 39 / CHF 48



A recent editorial for Vogue US gave us the idea for the  title 
of this book. What is the story behind this image? The girl  
is somehow related to François Halard and she lives in New 
York City. Why the horse is there we still don’t know, but  
it is a very beautiful horse, in a beautiful kitchen – the whole 
scenery is ‘un peu décadent’ and absurd-surreal. I asked 
François for Polaroids from the shoot: no Polaroids. The 
original material had been lost when a CD in François’ bag 
had been broken while x-rayed at Kennedy airport. Voilà, 
c’est la vie!  – The Horse in The Kitchen.

François Halard, The Horse in The Kitchen After more than three 
 decades working in the ‘Style’ business, photographer François Halard 
opened his archives to us. We were attracted by his thousands of 
 genuinely ‘stinky’ Polaroids. They possessed ravishing beauty and a 
fragile poetry. Most of them have never been seen and are unpublished 
testimonies of a vanishing field – in every sense. After the economic 
 crisis of 2008, the big ‘glossies’ refused to write up contracts with most 
editorial photographers – we all know better than we want to know 
what has happened with the magazine world since then. Therefore,  
we are happy to  present a small but very rich treasury-book-object for 
‘the island of the happy few’. These wonderful pictures and significant 
 moments of beauty and style were ‘found’ at some of the most fantas-
tic estates and artists’ studios around the globe.

François Halard is a French photographer 
based in New York, Paris and Arles. He  
has covered Vogue US and almost every 
renowned style and interior design maga-
zine over the last thirty years – always with 
brilliance, love and care, taste and cultured 
style and – Isabelle (right).

Page right: Unknown Cowboy at the Donald Judd estate Ayala de Chinati in Marfa, Texas, 2009.



Valerio Olgiati, Villa Além
We are proud to present the first book about the fantastic garden  
and house of Villa Além – built in the middle of a cork oak forest  

in the Alentejo region of Portugal.

Foreword by Valerio Olgiati, text by Tom Schoper
25 × 35 cm, 22 double spread photographs, 7 plan drawings  

hard cover, bound in dark blue Irish linen cloth made in Japan.

ISBN 978-3-906313-02-3, Price: € 54 / CHF 58

“Olgiati creates an unclassifiable alien: the Villa Além becomes an archetype, the prototype of 
a house. Thus, he also presents a concept of living to society. The Villa Além evolves as a 
 modern-day Noah’s arc, the first and last house. It is the most precise possible expression of 
an idea of a building, so concretely broken down into its fundamentals that it can only ever 
manifest its own raison d’être. And this circumstance makes the Villa Além (além meaning 
‘beyond’ in Portuguese) possibly the “first architectonic icon of the 21st century” – para além 
de bom e do mal.”  – Michel Kessler



Page right: View from  garden of paradise into the eternity of landscape. From the middle 
 entrance, you can look into the Alentejo  landscape for thirty, forty, fifty kilometres –  

a million dollar view to die for. Photo Archive Olgiati

Valerio Olgiati, Villa Além Villa Além – The Book. The most beautiful 
and radical paradise-garden-house of our time, the Villa Além in 
Alentejo in Portugal was photographed during one year by the master 
architect Valerio Olgiati himself. From dusk till dawn, on sunny, cloudy, 
foggy and sunny days again, in spring, summer, fall and winter. We can 
now take a closer look at the villa in this extraordinary and beautiful 
book – as though strolling around like a sultan or a princess or a fairy.
“The garden of the Villa Além is surrounded by walls six metres high 
and built of slightly reddish local concrete. Half way up, they jut out at 
a diagonal. The walls are obviously meant to provide necessary shade 
and protect the garden from the powerful winds of the Atlantic cli-
mate. However, they also give rise to the demarcation of a piece of 
land and the creation of its own interior world. Because ‘a world of 
 desire is a beautiful and a meaningful experience’, says Olgiati. In this 
way, the character of the building is defined by its walls, which appear 
like an open cardboard box, or like flower petals, opening towards and 
enclosing the sky.”  – Michel Kessler

Märchenbuch The book is indeed like a book of fairy tales – ein Märchenbuch – about  
this Indian-mogule-castle- paradise-garden-spaceship-rocket-station-Inka-Palazzo-Noah’s arc. 
Printed in a five-colour  printing process on natural Lessebo paper from Sweden, four  colours 
were printed and then dried in a split second (“Bruchteil”) with HDUV (High Density Ultra 
 Violet) light, then the fifth colour – the Skeleton Black – was printed on top and also dried with 
HDUV. A sheet is printed in less than a  second and comes out of the machine completely  
dry, the ink has no time to sink too deeply into the paper. That’s why the printing result is  
so astonishing, the images have a warm and deep brilliance, they look like the pigmentation on 
a butterfly’s wings, not glossy: silky, noble and elegant! – At the very end of Tokyo Art Book 
Fair, a sophisticated lady from the staff leaned over to me and whispered: “Do you know why 
Olgiati is so famous? – Because he is so mysterious!”



Giacometti and The Fox
Giacometti und der Fuchs

Anna Luif   Thomas Gamma   Mónica Naranjo Uribe

The Name Books

Giacometti  
and The Fox

Anna Luif   Thomas Gamma   Mónica Naranjo Uribe

The Name Books

Giacometti
und der Fuchs

Based on a true story of a tame lady fox and the famous Giacometti 
brothers Alberto and Diego. This touching graphic novel / children’s 
book brings us with it’s warm and atmospheric illustrations in the 

middle of the Paris Atelier during WWII. Written by Thomas Gamma 
and Anna Luif, illustrated by Monica Naranjo Uribe.

Das Buch erscheint in einer Deutschen Originalausgabe 
ISBN 978-3-906313-04-7 – The Book is available in a separate  

English Edition ISBN 978-3-906313-03-0

17,2 × 24 cm, 56 pages, 24 Illustrations
Price € 29 / CHF 36

Page left: Diego’s neighbour was able to escape as a prisoner of war. He brought something 
with him from the camp. – It was love at first sight. Diego called the lady fox ‘Mademoiselle 
Rose’.   Linke Seite:  Diegos Nachbar war die Flucht aus der Kriegsgefangenschaft gelungen. 
Aus dem  Straflager hatte er etwas mitgebracht. – Es war Liebe auf den ersten Blick. Diego 
gab der Füchsin den Namen “Mademoiselle Rose”.



Giacometti and The Fox Because artist Alberto Giacometti cannot 
 return to Paris after taking a trip to Switzerland during World War II,  
his brother Diego takes care of his studio all by himself. One day, the 
next-door neighbor gives animal-loving Diego a tame lady fox as a gift. 
It is love at first sight. Diego and the fox Mademoiselle Rose spend  
time with one another and become dear friends during the trials of  
war. Until Alberto returns when the war is over. Nobody really knows 
whether Alberto has left the door open to the street on purpose, or not. 
Giacometti und der Fuchs Als der Künstler Alberto Giacometti wäh-
rend des zweiten Weltkriegs nach einer Reise in die Schweiz nicht nach 
Paris zurückkehren kann, hütet sein Bruder Diego allein das gemein-
same Atelier. Von einem Nachbarn bekommt der Tierfreund Diego eine 
zahme Füchsin geschenkt. Es ist Liebe auf den ersten Blick. Diego 
nennt die Füchsin auf den Namen Mademoiselle Rose. Diego und 
 Mademoiselle Rose leisten sich in der schwierigen Kriegszeit Gesell-
schaft und freunden sich an. Bis nach Kriegsende Alberto wieder 
 zurückkehrt. Bis heute weiss niemand, ob Alberto die Tür vom Hof zur 
Strasse absichtlich offen gelassen hat.
Making-of  While reading James Lord’s biography on Alberto Giacometti, Thomas Gamma 
discovered the story of Diego and the tame Lady Fox. During his research he found similar 
versions of the incident and involved Anna Luif, who also fell immediately in love with the  
story. After a long search, the Colombian artist Monica Naranjo Uribe was invited to illustrate 
the book.

Editor’s Note  Anna Luif and Thomas Gamma approached me at a Zürich book fair with this 
book project. Although I have a strong affinity for the Giacomettis – I visited  Diego three times 
in his Paris studio – I was skeptical. However, they were both sympathetic and I encouraged 
them to send me the project to my office in the Grisons mountains in  Andeer. A fat envelope 
arrived the next day, the post-lady handed it to me through the  window. My reluctance was 
quickly transformed into excitement and the very same day I crafted a first book maquette. 
My fellow publishers Martina Baer and Bruno Margreth liked the ‘Giacometti Fox’ as well, and 
we decided to publish it at The Name Books in a separate English and German editon.  – DS.

Page right: Diego always urged Alberto to close the courtyard door. – The next morning Made-
moiselle Rose was gone. Diego hasn’t talked to his brother for five days.  Rechte Seite: Diego 

ermahnte seinen Bruder, nie die Hoftür zur Strasse offen zu lassen. – Am nächsten Morgen war 
Mademoiselle Rose verschwunden. Diego sprach fünf Tage lang kein Wort mit seinem Bruder.



A house with a view. Sitting on the 
terrace of Villa Além, you can peer 
into the endlessly deep landscape, 

while having tea.

Cover of a Barnett Newman book, 
photo by Ugo Mulas. The painting 

„The Name“  inspired us for the 
name of our new  publishing 
company The Name Books.
www.thenamebooks.com

Why the hell Chur? We wanted to 
find out if the countryside would 

work as our main place of residence. 
No way! But at least we could live  
in a splendid apartment in the red 

house at Süsswinkelgasse 15.

Visiting the Olgiatis after they had 
just  finished Villa Além in Portugal. 

Das  Erweckungserlebnis! From  
left to right: Martina, Dino,  

Tamara and Valerio, 10.9.2014.

While her brother Gondini 
prepares a sales table with 
The Images of Architects. 
The clients stand in line 

outside the shop.

This is a familiy business! Finally 
our first book The Images of 

Architects arrives and our 
daughter Alba helps out. The 

box weighed twelve kilos.

Zürich, Kronenhalle-Bar, April 2015.  
An inspiring meeting with the one and 

only Tilda to present the upcoming book 
project. To be discussed, Waldorf-Style.

Dar liabi Ivan! This gentle-
man Ivan Stäheli from  

CDC print shop in Chur 
produced the Nakajo book 

on one long weekend  
in May, 5.5.2015.

London, Offprint, May 2015. These 
two gentlemen Alex and Freek 
from Amsterdam represent the 

printing company Robstolk where 
we printed the Villa Além book 

later in the year. Best printing ever!

At the independent art book fair  
“I Never Read”, Basel, June 2015. The 
three musketeers ready for business 
and lots of good deals. Sunglasses: 

Ray Ban, Persol, Ray Ban.

New York Art Book Fair, at MoMA PS1, 
September 2015. Bruno Margreth 

representing The Name Books, and 
slowly but surely we’re conquering  

the US book market.

Basel, June 2015, Nakajo 
exhibition and book launch 

at St. Alban-Vorstadt 68. 
John von Moos Sauter 

catching a mouse is a mouse 
is a mouse.

Arles, February 2015.  Visiting 
François Halard in his 
 twenty-room mansion 

 viewing twenty-thousand 
Polaroids.

The Name Books × Family Album × Chronique Scandaleuse

Tokyo Art Book Fair in Sept. 2015, 
with Switzerland as  guest 

 country, thanks to ProHelvetia 
and the Swiss Embassy for the  

great support.

TABF Tokyo: Room-mate Philipp 
Egger curating the marvelous book 

exhibition “Clouds”.

TABF Tokyo: Every book and 
every sheet we had with us was 

sold within less than twenty 
minutes. Thank you, Masayoshi!

TABF Tokyo: Masayoshi Nakajo 
was our guest of honour at an 
unforgettable book signing.

And then we wanted to be close 
to Mama Simonett, a great 

reader and album-maker, devot-
ed to newspaper images and 

clippings. She passed away last 
summer – for us this was anoth-
er reason to hit the road asap.



The Name Books
HOW TO ORDER

1 Private Retail Orders
Private clients from all over the world are invited to order any book or item directly 

from the publishers. For inquiries please write us an e-mail: info@thenamebooks.com 
For all orders please visit our webshop: www.thenamebooks.com 

or send us an e-mail: order@thenamebooks.com

2 Wholesale Orders (“Dear friends in the trade!”)
Book Shops, Museum Shops and other resellers from all over the world are invited to order 

every book and item directly from the publishers or please check point 3 below. Discount rates 
depend on the amount of the order, please check: www.thenamebooks.com/contact.  

For inquiries please write us an e-mail: info@thenamebooks.com  
For all orders please send an e-mail to: order@thenamebooks.com

3 Bookshop Orders Through Distibution Companies
We work toghether with various distribution companies. We’ll forward your order  
directly to the right distributor in case we don’t distribute to your country directly.  

For inquiries please write to: info@thenamebooks.com

4 Shipping
We ship our books all over the world from our stock rooms in Frankfurt / Germany  

to the best possible conditions. All orders for Switzerland are handled in Switzerland.

5 Payment
We accept PayPal and bank transfer payments in EUR, USD and CHF 

6 Newsletter
If you would like to receive our newsletter please write to us at:  

newsletter@thenamebooks.com

7 Showroom
You can visit our showroom in Basel by appointment, please  contact info@thenamebooks.com

Catalogue The Name Books
Conceived, edited, written and photographed by Dino Simonett in Chur / Andeer with great help 
in endless skype hours by graphic designer Bruno Margreth in Berlin and Zürich. Paper Lessebo 
Smooth Natural 200 gsm. Typface Circular by Laurenz Brunner. Printed at Robstolk Amsterdam, 

bound at Lachenmaier Reutlingen. Thanks to Martina Baer for a partnership of intellectual 
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Basel, 10th October 2015, St. Alban- 
Vorstadt 68. Book launch of Villa Além. 
Martina Baer, Tamara Olgiati, Valerio 
Olgiati and happy collaborators have  

a first look at the book.

Zürich, end of November 2015: 
independent book fair Volume. 

Artist Stella Stella Stella is show-
ing Alba Simonett’s self-made 
book with dinosaur drawings.

Offprint Paris, November 2015, 
Bruno Margreth and Zoë Meyer 
fooling around at our booth at 
beaux arts. Sadly the fooling 

around was interrupted by the 
events of 13th November 2015.

Meet the dinosaurs of book  creation: 
Winfried Heininger from Kodoji Press 

and salmon hunter Jean Robert 
in deep conversation. We had a 

splendid Booksalon at Freie strasse-
office of Robert-Durrer.
Zürich, December 2015.

Café Flore, Friday 13th Nov. 2015. 
Meeting with François Halard 

for oeuf à la coque and  
a book project presentation.

Thomas Gamma and Anna 
Luif, the authors of  Giacometti 

and The Fox after our 
 ‘hand-shake’  meeting at 

Kronen halle-Bar in Zürich,  
19th December 2015.

The bookshop, which sold over 
100 copies of Villa Além and 
I.O.A.: Hochparterre Bücher 
Zürich – our compliments to 

Esther Kirianoff and Hanspeter 
Vogt who are running the  shop.

The Name Books intern Marigna  
Zinsli (left) is a great help at our  
office because of Martina Baer  

(right) being on maternity leave.  
We ♥ Zola, the Name Books-baby-girl.

“Du huara Siach!” Architect Cami-
nada stated to Valerio Olgiati after 

his wonderful lecture at Technikum in 
Chur in November 2015. That means 
something like “You bloody bastard!” 

and is a huge compliment, isn’t it?
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